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Abstract Data mining techniques identify hitherto unsus-
pected patterns in data using an algorithmic approach. Such
techniques have been used for a long time to support day-to-
day operations of organizations handling large volumes of
data, including banks, airlines, and retail organizations. In
the context of healthcare and medicine, data mining as a field
flourished with the establishment of vast repositories
collecting biomedical literature, genomics data, as well as
population-based electronic medical records and reimburse-
ment claims for health services. Although many of the statis-
tical techniques used in data mining are similar to convention-
al methods of interrogating data, the datasets that are being
mined are massive and multi-dimensional. In healthcare, this
translates to millions of patients—far beyond the domain of
clinical trials or standard epidemiologic studies—and their
associated patient characteristics with all its permutations.
This report provides an overview of data mining methods
for detection of sentinel associations, with a specific focus
on their applicability to surveillance of drug (or vaccine)-
related sentinel associations.
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Introduction

Data mining is a process that involves an algorithmic and
database-oriented approach to find previously unsuspected
patterns in data [1]. Data mining approaches have been used
for a long time in the financial industry, supporting day-to-day
operations of organizations handling large volumes of data
such as banks, airlines, and retail organizations. It emerged as
a result of huge developments in the field of machine learning;
in the context of healthcare and medicine, data mining as a
field flourished upon the establishment of vast repositories
collecting biomedical literature, genomics (and other omics)
data, as well as electronic medical records and reimbursement
claims for health services covering several geographic regions
or entire nations. Many of the statistical techniques used in
data mining are similar to conventional methods of interro-
gating data and are aimed towards finding correlations, links,
or dissimilarities between groups of data to generate new
information. What makes data mining both interesting and
challenging is its scale and complexity: the datasets that are
being referred to are massive (in millions of terabytes and
growing by the minute) and multi-dimensional. In healthcare,
this translates to millions of patients—far beyond the domain
of clinical trials or standard epidemiologic studies—and their
associated patient characteristics, with all their permutations.
In epidemiology, it is primarily statistical power that drives the
pursuit of data mining, which enables the investigation of
large populations that represent an entire spectrum of expo-
sures and outcomes of interest and extensive observation
periods that permit long-term follow-up of patients. These
features become particularly important when conducting stud-
ies involving outcomes that are rare or have a long latency.
Increase in study sample size and power, in turn, provide the
opportunity for timely assessment of health-related issues,
including the safety and effectiveness of medical treatments
and public health interventions. Disease predisposition and
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manifestations often vary in populations because of ethnicity
or exposures peculiar to a group, and patients respond differ-
ently to healthcare interventions. Data from a wide variety of
sources allows a broader scope for investigation as well as
evaluation of generalizability of results.

This report provides an overview of data miningmethods for
detection of sentinel associations, with a specific focus on their
applicability to surveillance of drug (or vaccine)-related sentinel
associations. The term ‘sentinel’ reflects the need for immediate
investigation of, and response to, such associations. A sentinel
event, as defined by the Joint Commission, constitutes an “
unexpected occurrence involving death or serious physical or
psychological injury, or the risk thereof” (http://www.
jointcommission.org/Sentinel_Event_Policy_and_Procedures).
A drug-related sentinel association, more commonly referred to
as a ‘signal’ in pharmacovigilance, represents an association
that is novel and important and demands further investigation
and confirmation and, when necessary, remedial actions [2]. In
contrast to the Joint Commission’s definition, an event within
the context of a signal in pharmacovigilance may be either
adverse or beneficial. Mining data sources of different config-
urations and settings and originating from different geographi-
cal areas is a field of research that is particularly gaining ground
in pharmacoepidemiology and pharmacovigilance. Knowledge
of the safety profile of medications (and vaccines) before mar-
keting is limited because of the small and selective groups of
individuals included in clinical trials. The prevailing system of
post-marketing surveillance is passive and relies on spontane-
ous reporting systems, which, although sometimes effective,
are not always efficient. Surveillance using population-based
electronic healthcare databases representing real-world circum-
stances offers an additional route that can facilitate earlier
detection and earlier management of potential safety issues.

Methodological Approach to Detection of Drug-Related
Sentinel Associations

It was in the aftermath of the thalidomide tragedy in the late
1960s [3] that the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
the World Health Organization (WHO) and the UK’s Medi-
cines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
independently set up voluntary adverse drug reaction (ADR)
reporting systems that collect and subsequently analyze post-
marketing safety information. Establishment of other national
ADR reporting databases soon followed. More than 70 coun-
tries, including a number of developing countries, currently
have their own reporting systems, which attempt to ensure that
potential signals are detected as soon as possible after licens-
ing [4••]. The largest spontaneous reporting databases avail-
able worldwide include the FDA’s Adverse Event Reporting
Sy s t em (FAERS ; h t t p : / /www. f d a . g o v /D r u g s /
GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Surveillance/

AdverseDrugEffects), the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System (VAERS; http://vaers.hhs.gov/), EudraVigilance
(https://eudravigilance.ema.europa.eu/), and the WHO
Uppsala Monitoring Center’s VigiBase (http://www.who-
umc.org/).

The adoption of a more proactive approach to detection of
drug-related sentinel associations has resulted in exploration
of accessible data resources, whether or not the data are
collected for the primary purpose of drug safety monitoring.
These potential additional resources include electronic medi-
cal records with detailed clinical information such as patients’
symptoms, physical examination findings, laboratory proce-
dures, diagnostic test results, and prescribed medications or
other interventions. Automated recording of filled prescrip-
tions, laboratory and ancillary tests as well as hospitalizations
are increasingly collected routinely for audit and reimburse-
ment of various health services. These electronic healthcare
databases (medical records databases and administrative/
claims databases) have previously been employed to charac-
terize healthcare utilization patterns, monitor patient out-
comes, and carry out formal pharmacoepidemiological studies
[5–7]. With regard to drug safety surveillance, such databases
have been commonly used to confirm or refute potential
signals detected initially from analysis of individual case
safety reports. The longitudinal nature of routinely collected
healthcare data may allow identification of clinical (especially
adverse) outcomes that have a long delay between exposure
and clinical manifestations, such as pulmonary/cardiac fibro-
sis or cancer. While most spontaneous reports usually involve
newly marketed drugs, electronic healthcare data may be able
to highlight new risks associated with old drugs that are a
consequence of new indications of use or a new generation of
users, as well as adverse events that are not pharmacologically
predictable and less likely to be suspected as drug induced,
and thus less likely to be reported.

The choice of data mining technique and strategy for use in
the detection of drug-related (as well as other types of) sentinel
associations is driven by the properties of the dataset and such
that the utility of the data is maximized while its weaknesses
are minimized. Akin to searching for the proverbial needle in
the haystack, data mining methods are better able to find the
needle when the size of the haystack increases [8]. Although
this may seem paradoxical, it actually makes sense since the
more data available, the greater is the chance to identify an
important but rare outcome.

Prospective Versus Retrospective Surveillance

Prospective surveillance entails monitoring as the data
accrue (‘real-time’ surveillance). Retrospective surveil-
lance, on the other hand, involves analyzing signals using
data collected from a previous time period. The methods
most commonly employed for prospective surveillance
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include sequential analysis techniques that allow testing
of pre-specified hypotheses at multiple points in time
throughout the course of a study as data accumulate.
Group sequential monitoring involves analyzing data after
a group of individuals accrues in the study, while contin-
uous sequential monitoring involves analyzing the data
after each individual accrues. The maximized sequential
probability ratio test (maxSPRT) has been successfully
used (on a weekly basis) for prospective vaccine safety
monitoring within the Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) in
the USA [9], while group sequential methods have been
used to monitor medical product efficacy/safety in clinical
trials on a less frequent basis (i.e., quarterly, or semi-
annually, throughout the trial) [10]. Other sequential anal-
ysis techniques include control charts originally intended
for detecting changes in manufacturing and process con-
trol. Bayesian-based methods have likewise been explored
in sequential monitoring, especially in the context of
clinical trials [11]. Important issues to consider when
selecting methods for prospective surveillance using au-
tomated databases include establishing the appropriate (1)
frequency of sequential testing; (2) signaling threshold
(i.e., ‘stopping rules’); (3) test statistic to quantify risk
between the groups being compared; and (4) adjustment
for bias and confounding. Minimizing the time to signal
detection is a key objective when performing prospective
surveillance.

Assessment of Beneficial Versus Adverse Associations

Methodologies appropriate for the quantitative analysis of
drug-related adverse outcomes are not as well-developed
or as prevalent as those for evaluation of benefits (i.e.,
efficacy) [12]. A fundamental concept in safety evaluation
is the estimation of incidence rates and increased risks
that are time related; this concept requires methods that
account for differential patient exposure time to distin-
guish between acute and chronic exposures. While it is a
given that to have a reasonable statistical chance to detect
rare events and to demonstrate increased risk, drug safety
surveillance must involve large numbers of individuals,
the number of cases needed to trigger a signal is not well-
defined and often depends on the outcome of interest and
corresponding background incidence rates. An attempt to
address this issue of adequate statistical power has been
carried out by investigators working with a network of
European healthcare databases assembled for the purpose
of drug safety surveillance. In this study, the investigators
provided estimates of the number and types of drugs that
can be monitored as a function of actual exposure, mini-
mal detectable relative risks, and empirically derived in-
cidence rates for a wide range of adverse events [13].
Data simulation was also performed in order to find out

to what extent expansion of database size would affect the
power to detect signals.

Methods of Evaluation in the Context of Drug-Related
Sentinel Associations

Table 1 shows the most important factors to consider when
selecting a suitable method for detecting sentinel associations
(whether specifically drug related or not). All methods should
have the ability to confirm acknowledged ‘positive’ associa-
tions (i.e., sensitive) and at the same time to not detect known
spurious ‘negative’ associations (i.e., specific). Striking a
balance between sensitivity and specificity remains a chal-
lenge for all methodologies used in the detection of sentinel
associations and especially because an appropriate gold stan-
dard is often lacking. In drug safety signal detection, a defin-
itive list of all known associations, which drugs can cause
them, and the date on which such causality was confirmed
does not exist. Surrogate reference standards have been con-
structed ad hoc and, although still far from being complete or
comprehensive, they have been quite useful for evaluation
purposes [14, 15••, 16••, 17••]. There is no ideal method that
can assess with high precision every newly discovered signal.
In practice, this is done by manual evaluation by human
experts, utilizing clinical judgment based on a series of cases
involving similar conditions for each new signal. The exten-
sive application of automated methods to sift through ‘big
data’ needs to be approached with caution, and the aim should
be to better define the predictive value of these techniques as
well as their added value as adjuncts to traditional methods.
Difficulties in distinguishing between limitations of the
methods and limitations of the data themselves can sometimes
further complicate the evaluation process.

Appraisal and comparison of signal detection methods can
be done by looking at concordance of results achieved by
different methods when implemented on specific datasets,
including artificial (simulated) data, and performance vis-à-
vis some definition of true or false associations (using surro-
gates such as changes in labeling or safety withdrawals) [18].
However, it is important to remember that while a method
may successfully detect known associations, this is not a
guarantee that such a method will also be able to detect
signals, i.e., new, currently unknown, drug-related adverse
events [19].

Overview of Methods

This section provides a brief discussion of the following
methods and their application to signal detection in
pharmacovigilance: Bayesian approach; disproportionality
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analyses; combined data-and-knowledge mining;
biosurveillance methods; chart-based methods; and algorithm-
based methods.

Methods with a Bayesian Framework

Bayesian methods interpret data in the light of external evi-
dence and judgment and provide a formal statistical frame-
work to combine domain knowledge (expressed as probability
distributions) with data. Prior probability of hypotheses is
taken into account and the form in which conclusions are
drawn contributes intuitively to decision-making [20, 21].
Detection of sentinel associations—and particularly monitor-
ing drug-related signals—involves a constant need to update
posterior probabilities as data accumulates, for which the
Bayesian approach is very suitable because repeated testing
is fundamental to the Bayesian concept rather than an addi-
tional issue to be considered in the analysis. Additional ad-
vantages of this approach include (1) shrinkage of imprecise
outliers toward the mean or null difference, with high-variance
differences shrinking the most, thus resulting in a reduction of
the number of false positives that would otherwise be flagged
for further investigation; and (2) calculation of (reliable) esti-
mates despite missing data [22]. The most widely used
Bayesian-based methods for detecting drug-related outcomes
include two methods tha t a re descr ibed in the
“Disproportionality-Based Methods” section [Bayesian Prop-
agation Confidence Neural Network (BCPNN) and Multi-
item Gamma Poisson Shrinker (MGPS)]. Two other frequent-
ly usedmethods, Bayesian updating and Bayesian hierarchical
modeling, have been applied mostly in the context of clinical
trials [23]. Bayesian updating formally derives estimates of
risk of adverse events following drug use or other intervention
through combination of prior risk estimates with data from
current experience [24]. An often-tricky issue in Bayesian
updating is the requirement of seemingly subjective estimates

of prior probabilities. But what is considered subjective infor-
mation often comes from previously observed data, as in the
case of published studies. Even expert opinion that appears
subjective may, in fact, be based on empiric data (i.e., clinical
experience); what makes it subjective is that incorporation of
observed data into the ‘expert opinion’ is not quantitative.
However, this should not be so much of a problem since the
effect of prior probabilities is large only when the data are
weak and unconvincing. Bayesian hierarchical modeling, on
the other hand, is a method designed to accommodate depen-
dence in multivariate data to allow many types of adverse
events (or many types of exposures) to be simultaneously
addressed and provides for ‘borrowing information’ across
data from different sources. One application of this method
is the idea that while adverse events involving the same body
system may or may not be related, rates of adverse events are
more likely to be similar within than across body systems (a
hierarchical model allows for this possibility but does not
impose it); this model is predicated on the assumption of
exchangeability of an adverse event within the same body
system [25]. The hierarchical nature of the model gives rise
to a regression effect and, in the context of multiple compar-
isons, modulates extremes. Overall, Bayesian hierarchical
modeling seems more useful as a supplementary method to
account for multiple comparisons than as a primary signaling
tool.

Disproportionality-Based Methods

Disproportionality-based methods have their origins in spon-
taneous ADR reporting systems and have been employed,
among others, in the WHO’s Uppsala Monitoring Centre
VigiBase (BPCNN) [26], the FDA’s FAERS (MGPS) [27,
28], the UK’s MHRAYellow Card database and the European
Medicine Agency’s EudraVigilance [method estimating the
proportional reporting ratio (PRR)] [29], and the Netherlands

Table 1 Factors to consider when choosing data mining methods in the context of detection of sentinel associations using large databases

Statistically sound It takes into account sampling variation and multiple comparisons
It has mechanisms to investigate confounding, bias, and effect modification

Timeliness It employs judicious sequencing of methodological steps to enable timely
generation of signals

Flexibility It accepts a generic dataset that allows compatibility with the broadest possible
range of sources and permits simultaneous analyses within each dataset

Transparency and interpretability of results The process is easy to track, is reproducible, and does not constitute a ‘black box.’
The parameters used to evaluate the data enable intuitive interpretation of results.
Summarized graphical displays can provide insight into multivariate relationships,
enabling better understanding and visualization of event timelines as well as changes
in patterns of exposures

Robustness It performs well over a variety of datasets, and even if its assumptions are somewhat
violated by the true model from which the data were generated

Computational efficiency, portability It is able to manage large volumes of data within an acceptable running time and could
be implemented in a distributed mode
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Pharmacovigilance Foundation Lareb [method estimating the
reporting odds ratio (ROR)] [30]. Disproportionality tech-
niques have also been used in prescription event monitoring
database systems [31]. In general, these methods look for
unexpected frequencies of reports in the dataset in comparison
to general reporting frequencies. The number of reports of a
particular drug–event combination is compared with an esti-
mate of the expected number based on other reports in the
same dataset. When a high number of cases is observed
relative to the number expected, then such combinations are
flagged for further investigation. While disproportionality
calculations using these methods are routinely performed
against a comparison of the whole dataset, secondary analyses
are also often done against subsets of the data, sometimes
using certain exclusion criteria and performing stratification
and sensitivity analyses and ‘best case–worst case analyses’ of
the results. Such sub-analyses help account for potential con-
founding and/or bias. With BCPNN it is possible to do time
scans, which are retrospective investigation of the change in
the disproportionality measure IC (information component)
for a specific drug–adverse event combination over time. To
evaluate how a drug association compares in unexpectedness
to related drugs that might be used for the same clinical
indication, the method is extended to consideration of groups
of drugs. Compared with BCPNN, MGPS [which has the
Empirical Bayes Geometric Mean (EBGM) as its
disproportionality measure of interest] is generally more flex-
ible and can possibly accommodate better confounder adjust-
ment by complex stratification and can also handle not only
single drug–event combinations but also triplets/quadruplets/
quintuplets. Covariates such as age, sex, and calendar year are
taken into account by computing the expected value (expected
number of reports having the event of interest multiplied by
the overall proportion of reports having the drug of interest)
separately for each covariate stratum and the results summed
across strata. Additionally, drug–drug interactions may be
identifiable.

Two methods that are based on a similar concept of
disproportionality but adapted specifically for use in longitu-
dinal healthcare data were developed by Schuemie [32•]. The
first method, Longitudinal Evaluation of Observational Pro-
files of Adverse events Related to Drugs (LEOPARD),
screens off false positive associations that are likely due to
protopathic bias. Protopathic bias occurs when a drug is
prescribed to treat the early manifestations of the event of
interest before the event itself is identified in the database.
The second method, Longitudinal Gamma Poisson Shrinker
(LGPS), is a variation of MGPS that utilizes the exposure
information available in longitudinal databases, with the num-
ber of conditions occurring during non-exposed days
employed in the estimation of the expected number of condi-
tions during exposure. A similar method employing Bayesian
shrinkage in the context of longitudinal data was proposed by

Norén and colleagues. This method, called temporal pattern
discovery, compares event rates in different time periods to
filter out indications for treatment and provides a graphical
statistical approach to depict temporal patterns that can lead to
better interpretationwithin a clinical context [33•]. In addition,
it provides for control of time‐constant confounders through a
self-controlled design while incorporating information on un-
exposed patients separately to account for systematic variabil-
ity in event rates over time. Several recent publications pro-
v ide a very good rev iew on the su i tab i l i ty of
disproportionality-based methods for drug safety surveillance
[15••, 34•] as well as for occupational health surveillance [35].

Methods that Combine Data and Knowledge Mining

Siadaty and Knaus [36] developed an automated mining
method that can systematically identify new and interesting
patterns from a large pool of mined patterns by comparing the
strength of patterns mined from a repository of clinical/
healthcare data with the strength of equivalent patterns mined
from a biomedical literature citation knowledgebase (i.e.,
PubMed). When such estimates of pattern strength do not
match, a high ‘surprise score’ is assigned to the pattern,
identifying such as potentially interesting. The surprise score
thus represents the degree of novelty or interestingness of the
mined pattern, shown simultaneously for the two databases
graphically as a scatter plot. P values are computed for each
surprise score, thus filtering out noise and attaching statistical
significance. This method was used by the authors to deter-
mine the association between specific clinical diagnoses and
laboratory findings. An important advantage of this dual min-
ing method is that it obviates the need to develop a separate
filtering method to incorporate evidence from the literature. In
addition, associations that are very weak initially, but of
interest and potential importance, may be captured.

Methods Designed for Biosurveillance

Methods for biosurveillance are specifically designed to detect
outbreaks of disease, whether naturally occurring or caused by
intentional release of bioterrorism agents. In the past,
biosurveillance was implemented by manual reporting of
suspicious and notifiable clinical and/or laboratory data from
clinical practitioners, hospitals, and laboratories to public
health officials. More recent systems have moved towards
automated extraction and analysis of data routinely collected
for other purposes. Patterns of illness in time and space are
investigated and unusual clusters are flagged for further eval-
uation. The setting for these methods are mostly hospital- or
community-based in scope and a wide variety of data sources
are employed, including electronic medical records [37],
emergency medical service dispatch systems, emergency de-
partment (ED) visit logs from hospital billing databases,
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school records of absenteeism, laboratory and prescription
records databases, as well as retail sales of over-the-
counter healthcare products or groceries [38, 39]. In these
systems, data may be acquired at the level of an individ-
ual visit (with either primary or multiple diagnoses), of a
patient (in either a snapshot or longitudinal view), or of
the population aggregate (e.g., ED visits per day for
gastrointestinal complaints). Many of these methods can
be adapted for use in monitoring drug (and particularly
vaccine) safety.

In contrast to surveillance for drug-related signals, how-
ever, the principal underlying premise of biosurveillance
systems is that the first signs of a (covert) biological warfare
attack will be clusters of victims who change their behavior
because they begin to become symptomatic [40]. Hence,
such systems often use presenting complaints rather than
final diagnosis to provide an early signal of unusual illnesses
in a patient population. Some methods also employ cluster-
ing of diagnoses to define disease prodromes of interest in
order to include all conditions that might conceivably be
applied to a patient presenting with relatively early symp-
toms of an infectious or toxic syndrome. These characteris-
tics are also seen in vaccine safety surveillance. More recent
methodologies employ techniques specifically designed to
detect spatial and temporal outbreaks in real time [41, 42],
although other methods initially developed for other pur-
poses have also been adapted such as quality assurance
(i.e., process control chart-based methods, which are
discussed in the next section), influenza excess mortality
(cyclical regression), and pattern mining (e.g., WSARE:
‘What’s Strange About Recent Events’) [43].

The nature of the events or conditions of interest in
biosurveillance systems makes the generation of alarms de-
pend not so much on the plausibility of whether a biological
agent (or something else, e.g., an existing medical condition)
is responsible; any large-scale change in disease pattern is
deemed a suspicious threat, unless proven otherwise. Unlike
an adverse drug event that usually involves one patient at a
time; a bioterrorist attack is anticipated to spread to other
individuals in other areas in a relatively short period of time,
and therefore temporal-spatial correlation is crucial. Further-
more, the exposure of interest is usually unknown or difficult
to identify; hence, confounding has not been as crucial an
issue as it is in drug safety monitoring, for example. Some
methods, however, employ patient-level medical histories to
take into account baseline risks and background incidence
rates. In biosurveillance systems there is an emphasis on
changes in disease patterns not only with respect to time, but
also with respect to geographic location. The rapidity of
detecting unusual geographic patterns is a paramount issue
because of the small window of opportunity in the case of a
real bioterrorism threat, which is often not the case in drug
safety monitoring.

Chart-Based Methods

Chart-based methods were originally developed for use in
statistical process control (SPC) and have long been used in
quality control systems in the manufacturing industry. In the
SPC context, these methods are used to monitor a process
during its run and identify signals tipping off a process that is
about to go ‘out of control.’ Because such methods can
anticipate a glitch in the process, allowing the process to be
discontinued or adjusted before the occurrence of the actual
problem, these chart-based methods are often suited for pro-
spective surveillance. Cumulative sum (CUSUM) and
Shewhart comprise two of the most commonly used examples
of these methods. CUSUM charts are based on sequential
monitoring of cumulative events over a period of time. Several
developments and adaptations exist such as the ‘Observed
minus Expected’ (O-E) and the Log-likelihood CUSUM chart
methods. CUSUM detects sudden changes in the average
value of a parameter of interest and provides estimates of both
magnitude and timing of change, with an alarm threshold
value being defined a priori. An application of this method
related to drug safety surveillance is a retrospective study
showing that trends in hospitalization for myocardial infarc-
tion were highly concordant with the rise and fall of prescrip-
tion rates for the cyclo-oxygenase (COX)-2-selective inhibi-
tors rofecoxib and celecoxib [44]. Other applications in the
healthcare setting include monitoring of clinical outcomes
such as low Apgar scores [45], congenital malformations
[46], occupational asthma [47], hospital-acquired infections
[48], and mortality in intensive care [49]. Chart-based
methods are all grounded on the statistical principle of process
variability, and in industrial applications quality control can be
translated as aiming to be ‘on target with minimum variation.’
In medicine and healthcare, however, there are much greater
inherent variabilities, case mixes, or differences in risk than in
most industrial processes [50]. As such, most of thesemethods
are probably more valuable in detecting trends over time,
rather than in detecting sentinel associations per se.

Algorithm-Based Methods

Algorithm-based methods comprise the more ‘traditional’
data mining methods and involve supervised learning (also
called predictive modeling). Supervised learning, which is
essentially a coming together of artificial intelligence and
statistics, allows algorithms to automatically develop
(predictive) models from observations within a system by
relating a dependent variable with a set of independent vari-
ables, analogous to multiple regression analysis. Although
initially widely used for financial applications (e.g., credit
scoring, trading), supervised learning—and all its varia-
tions—has been a tool of choice to analyze the increasingly
complex healthcare data generated by both routine care and
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research [51, 52••]. Common applications in the biomedical
domain include tumor detection and drug discovery, among
other things. There are two types of supervised learning:
classification, for categorical dependent variables where the
data can be separated into specific ‘classes’; and value predic-
tion (also known as regression), for continuous dependent
variables. Common classification algorithms include support
vector machines (SVM), neural networks, Naïve Bayes clas-
sifier, decision trees, discriminant analysis, and k-nearest
neighbors (kNN) [51, 52••]. Classification is suitable if the
aim is to predict group membership of new records based on
their characteristics (independent variables); this is done by
identifying the most influential variable and using it to split
the data into groups. The process is then iterated using the next
most influential variable until all the data are fully character-
ized. Decision tree and rule induction are the more widely
used classification techniques. An example would be the
construction of a classification criterion (or decision rule)
that discriminates between different groups of patients with
and without adverse events based on age, sex, or co-morbid
illness. Value prediction, on the other hand, uses both clas-
sification and regression to forecast an outcome in the future
based on, say, patients’ demographic or socioeconomic char-
acteristics. It is important to remember, however, that, as in
any data analysis of continuous outcomes, results of value
prediction may be influenced by the presence of outliers in
the data.

Clustering or database segmentation (unsupervised
learning) employs an algorithm that splits a database
based on dissimilarities between records [53]. A practical
use of segmentation in the context of identifying drug-
related sentinel associations would be grouping patients
with similar clinical symptoms/manifestations or diagno-
ses to reduce a large sample of records to a smaller set of
specific clusters without losing much information about
the entire sample (either by hierarchical clustering or
partition clustering). The inherent heterogeneity between
clusters also allows hypothesis generation with respect to
the nature of variation between subgroups. For example,
if a database contained details of different gastrointestinal
conditions (e.g., gastrointestinal bleeding) and medica-
tions (e.g., alendronate and other bisphosphonates), clus-
tering analysis may have segregated patients with respect
to gastrointestinal disease and found bisphosphonates to
be one of the main factors in this group. It is then
possible to explore whether there is an association,
causal or otherwise, between gastrointestinal bleeding
and bisphosphonates.

Link analysis comprises methods that identify associations
or links between sets of data by using an ‘if x then y’ type rule
and by assessing behavioral patterns sequencing/intervals of
events (i.e., co-occurring events). Link analysis is aimed to-
wards identifying and exploiting common indicators of an

event in order to anticipate and offset any adverse conse-
quences. Most applications of link analysis have been in
monitoring criminal activity and in counterterrorism (http://
csis.org/files/media/csis/pubs/040301_data_mining_report.
pdf). The more extensively used types of link analysis involve
associations, sequential patterns, and stratification.
Associations are simply groups of ‘instances’ that frequently
and consistently occur together. For example, if an outbreak of
a rare disease occurs, it might be important to discover
whether the affected patients come from the same locality,
whether they share the same water source (if the disease is
water-borne), or reside in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant
(in the case of leukemia and other radiation-induced cancers).
Because associations are the simplest link relationships and
are often the easiest to discover, they are very useful in
generating hypotheses for data mining. Sequential patterns
that appear consistently can be used to formulate heuristics
(rules of thumb), while stratification divides the potential
association strata in such a way that enables formulating an
answer to a question. Link analysis has been used in the
healthcare domain to understand the relationship between
nursing care and medical errors [54]. The same approach
may be adapted in the context of pharmacovigilance; for
example, link analysis may be used to identify relevant factors
such as the effect of renal (or cardiac) dysfunction on the
safety profile of antiretroviral drugs, or the influence of con-
comitant use of oral contraceptives on the safety profile of
human papillomavirus vaccines.

Deviation (or anomaly) detection searches for outlier
observations or events that deviate from the expected
pattern within a particular dataset. Outlier detection fre-
quently employs techniques that enable the visual recog-
nition of patterns hidden in data (e.g., scatter plots or
histograms, multidimensional graphs for multivariate data,
and time series plots). Such an approach could be used to
identify, for example, patients with pharmacologically
unpredictable (i.e., idiosyncratic) reactions or those who
exhibit clinical manifestations that are different from the
usual toxidrome, which could be related to medication
and may constitute a signal. Outlier detection has been
applied in drug safety surveillance in the context of spon-
taneous reporting databases. Juhlin et al. showed that
masking by outliers has substantial impact on the identi-
fication of specific ADRs using disproportionality analy-
sis in VigiBase [55].

Data Mining: Caveats

While mining huge databases may provide a wealth of
information, there remain caveats in the interpretation of
signals derived from such data mining endeavors. Most of
the data used are not primarily intended for recording
medication-related adverse events and potential
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associations are inferred outside the actual patient–physi-
cian encounter that leads to suspicion of such adverse
events. Data mining methods that filter out alternative
explanations for these associations (by controlling for bias
and confounding) attempt to simulate the causality assess-
ment that is actually performed by reporting physicians.
Debates and discussions on the merits and challenges of
mining secondary use healthcare data are found in the
literature, including how the type of database influences
the structure and content of the data [2, 6]. Data in
medical record databases are recorded in the course of
clinical care and, hence, take a healthcare practitioner’s
view of what is going on with a patient. On the other
hand, claims databases document information as a
byproduct of fiscal transactions, and therefore provide an
auditor’s view of healthcare data, and coding of outcomes
can be biased by differences (real or perceived) in reim-
bursement. Data derived from health management organi-
zations or social security systems could be affected by a
lack of incentive to record sufficient data to allow proper
case classification. Drug use patterns derived from ‘real-
world’ healthcare data are influenced by changes in clin-
ical practice, including changes brought about by prefer-
ential prescribing and disease management guidelines,
and may lead to underestimation of risks. Finally, before
data mining is conducted for signal detection purposes—
for whatever type of data source—decision makers need
to anticipate the question of what happens if and when a
signal is detected; having a robust process of signal man-
agement in place will minimize the unpleasant implica-
tions of spurious and unsubstantiated signals for public
health.

Conclusions

Data mining techniques are used to transform overwhelming
volumes of data through the discovery of relationships, pat-
terns, or clustering of records based on similarities among
variables in the data. Data mining approaches have been used
for a long time in the financial industry, but now find extensive
and important applications in the medical domain. The advan-
tages of automated surveillance and quantitative detection of
signals in pharmacovigilance are obvious, but there is a legit-
imate concern that such data mining on a grand scale may
generate more signals than can be followed up effectively with
currently available resources. The unpleasant implications of
spurious and unsubstantiated signals for public health cannot
be underestimated and minimizing false positive alarms
should be an important target when performing data mining.
The lack of a true ‘gold standard’ remains a challenge in the
development and evaluation of data mining methods,

particularly in the detection of drug (or vaccine)-related sen-
tinel associations.
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